SAIL PAST – YOU’RE INVITED
Steve Reid - Sail Past Marshall

S

Past is steeped in tradition and from time to time its good to acknowledge and embrace
tionally Sail Past is an occasion to recognize the change in command of the Fleet by the Admiral
-

EYC Sail Past - 2016

and early afternoon. The social takes place in the afternoon and evening with a reception and
dinner and dancing.
and dignitaries and the Blessing of the Fleet.
To show our respect for the formality of the proceedings it is customary for us to be dressed in

to take up their stations out on the water. Once we receive word that they have successfully anThe Signal
them there.
our own less formal salute from our boats.

our boats rigged and ready for the season ahead and get the most boats out ever to Sail Past!
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Etobicoke Yacht Club
Sail Past 2021
Instructions and Guidelines
Everything you need to know…
members are urged to take part in this fun and traditional event.
Dress for the day...
are always acceptable. This is the formal part of the weekend. You can change into more comThe ceremony on the lawn...
guests and address the members.
The skippers’ meeting follows the ceremony...

When to leave the dock...

Safety, Etiquette and Pointers...
The basin would be impossibly crowded if everyone left the dock at the same time so
listen on VHF 8 for your appropriate time.
Refer to the attached Fleet Order for your appropriate departure time.

merge into the next one.
the Port. The Charles McKeon

-

should anchor near this formation.
Following your Fleet Leader through the course.
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wind leg and then easily harden up to a Starboard beam reach to pass between the
Charles McKeon.
3 - 4 boat lengths and at an approximate speed of 3 knots. For sailboats it is appropriate to moThere is no prize for barging or rushing so maintain proper speed and distance. Please avoid
making unnecessary wake.
Flag Etiquette...

5. the mast head

the leech of the main sail but again no higher than 2/3 of the way up.

the time for these is once you are back at your dock.
How to salute the Commodore...
Crew and guests should stand in the cockpit or on the foredeck facing the Commodore. Once
safely complete their salute. Do not sail back through the formation
sion for the balance of the boats lining up for the salute.
Dressing the boat...
Dress your boat after returning to your dock. This is a great time to hoist your boat decorations
will tour each set of docks via the water and you will have an opportunity to cheer the Commodore in an informal matter.
Your patience, cooperation, and imagination will insure a successful, fun and memorable
Sail Past. If you have any questions, please contact the Review Marshall.
(continued on next page)

-

Agenda...
Members assemble below the balcony on the south-west corner of the clubhouse. This will be
The following times are approximate and may be adjusted...
-

Start Times

Charles McKeon leave the basin

+ 15 min - Sail Past Review Marshall leaves dock
Note, the last vessel to sail past the Commodore’s formation will be the Review Marshall so be
ahead of this vessel or you may miss the procession.
The names of the Fleet Leaders will be announced at the Commodore’s welcome...
light turned on to add to the ambiance.
details.
Schedule.
up steps to Balcony.
11:15 Comments by Guests
11:25 Blessing of the Fleet

Beginners in CANSail 1 group learning about balance on choppy water on a windy day.
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11:35 Introduction of Fleet Leaders and Fleet Flags

